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Free-falling objects impacting onto water pools experience a very high initial impact
force, greatest at the moment when breaking through the free surface. Many have
intuitively wondered whether throwing another object in front of an important object
(like oneself) before impacting the water surface may reduce this high impact force. Here,
we test this idea experimentally by allowing two spheres to consecutively enter the water
and measuring the forces on the trailing sphere. We find that the impact acceleration
reduction on the trailing sphere depends on the dynamics of the cavity created by the
first sphere and the relative timing of the second sphere impact. These combined effects
are captured by the non-dimensional ‘Matryoshka’ number, which classifies the observed
phenomena into four major regimes. In three of these regimes, we find that the impact
acceleration on the second sphere is reduced by up to 78% relative to impact on a
quiescent water surface. Surprisingly, in one of the regimes the force on the trailing
sphere is dramatically increased by more than 400% in the worst case observed. We
explain how the various stages of cavity evolution result in the observed alterations in
impact force in this multi-body water entry problem.
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1. Introduction
A prevailing myth is that water feels like concrete if one jumps onto it from a great
enough height. Although this may seem like an oversimplification, the statement is
somewhat truthful. The impact force felt at the time of penetrating a quiescent water
surface can be very high (Thompson 1928; Von Karman 1929; Watanabe 1933; Shiffman
& Spencer 1945; May 1975; Grady 1979; Moghisi & Squire 1981; Korobkin & Pukhnachov
1988), much higher than the subsequent sustained underwater drag. One such example is
shown in figure 1(a,b), where a 50 mm sphere dropped from 0.72 m above the free surface
results in an impulse with a peak impact acceleration of ∼8g whereas the underwater
acceleration is close to a constant value of ∼2g (1(c)), indicating that at the moment
of surface penetration the drag coefficient Cd is four times the steady state underwater
free-fall. This initially high impact force is primarily due to the large rate of change of
momentum of the added fluid mass (May 1975; Wang et al. 2019, 2015), which is the
highest during a submergence depth of 15-20% of the radius for spheres (figure 1(a))
(Shiffman & Spencer 1945; Moghisi & Squire 1981). Reducing this peak impact force
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Figure 1: Two different impact phenomena with their impact acceleration data plotted.
(a) Free-surface water impact of a 50 mm vero plastic sphere (Uo = 3.76 ms
−1). (b) The
same sphere impacting at the same speed onto a cavity already created by a 10 mm
sphere (3.38 ms−1). (c) An accelerometer embedded in the vero plastic sphere reveals
peaks of ∼8g for the case in (a) and ∼4.8g for the case in (b). The reduction in peak
acceleration between the two indicates that the preformed cavity reduces the impact
force on the trailing sphere.
is of significant interest because it presents structural failure risk to impinging bodies
like aircraft landing on water, water landing spacecraft, underwater missiles, divers, base
jumpers, etc.,(Kornhauser 1964; May 1975; Seddon & Moatamedi 2006; Guillet et al.
2020). Previous studies have shown that impact forces can be reduced not only through
object geometry (McGehee et al. 1959; Thompson 1965; Li & Sigimura 1967; May 1970;
Qi et al. 2016; Sharker et al. 2019; Gu¨zel & Korkmaz 2020), but also by modifying the
near-surface region via, for example, aeration (Elhimer et al. 2017) or liquid jet-induced
acceleration (Speirs et al. 2019a). An interesting extension to the idea of free surface
modification is to launch a precursory object to agitate the free surface before entry.
Such a concept has been proposed in popular culture (e.g., Mythbusters, Hollywood
movies), yet has not received careful scientific investigation.
Here, we present the findings from a novel experiment investigating the consecutive
water entry of two spheres, where the spheres are axially aligned and vertically separated
(Figure 1b). An accelerometer embedded in the upper sphere provides time-resolved
measurements from which we deduce impact force. The lower sphere hits the water
and creates a cavity through which the upper sphere falls, which can result in a reduced
impact force on the upper sphere. Figure 1c presents an example, where the upper sphere
experiences a ∼40% reduction in impact acceleration compared to the case where the
same sphere impacts the quiescent free surface at the same velocity but without a cavity
in front. We propose a modified version of the non-dimensional parameter called the
‘Matryoshka’ (Mt) number (Speirs et al. 2018; Hurd et al. 2015) based on the cavity
characteristics and the vertical spacing between the two spheres, which allows us to build
an experimental regime diagram correlating different cavity conditions with the upper
sphere impact force reduction and results in the observation of four distinct classes of
consecutive two-sphere water entry behavior.
2. Experimental Methods
Figure 2(a) illustrates the experimental setup used for this study. Two spheres of
diameter d2 and d1 were placed on two vertically separated axially aligned platforms
held above a glass water tank. The platforms were kept parallel to the water surface
with the help of a clamped string and pulley mechanism. When the platforms were let
go, the two spheres would be in free-fall simultaneously and impact the water surface in
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Figure 2: A schematic diagram of the experimental setup for consecutive two-sphere
water entry is shown in (a). The spacing (h2 − h1) = ∆h is varied to attain different
modes of two-sphere impact. (b) shows a quiescent drop where the upper sphere impacts
the undisturbed water pool from height h2 = 0.72 m and creates a cavity. The data taken
by the accelerometer inside the sphere shows the acceleration at different stages of the
sphere impact and entry, with the blue, green and red colored dashed boxes and lines
indicating the time of peak acceleration, steady state underwater drag and starting point
of cavity pinch-off.
tandem. The spheres were kept at heights of h2 and h1 from the water surface, the spacing
(∆h = (h2 − h1)) between the spheres varied from 0.07 m - 1.24 m. The upper sphere
was a 3d-printed vero plastic sphere with a fixed diameter of d2 = 50 mm. Weights were
inserted in the upper sphere to make it bottom heavy resulting in an upper sphere density
of 2290 kgm−3. Five different diameter steel spheres (d1 = 10 mm-38 mm, density 7800
kgm−3) were used as the lower sphere, sprayed with Cytonix WX-2100 coating to make
them hydrophobic, resulting in a surface contact angle of 117o and the increased the
roughness of the spheres to Rz = 50.2 ± 21.4 µm (95% confidence). The vero plastic
upper sphere has a hydrophilic surface of wetting angle θ = 80 ± 8o and surface roughness
Rz = 7.2± 1.2µm (95% confidence).
The upper sphere housed an Inertial measurement unit (IMU) built in-house, with
two three-axis accelerometers, one gyroscope and one magnetometer embedded. The
two accelerometers on-board were one low-range and one high-range. The low range
accelerometer has a measurement range of ±16g, it is a MPU-9250 motion tracking
device manufactured by Invensen Inc. The high range accelerometer is a chip called
H3LIS331DL produced by ST, and was set to a maximum range of ±100g. Both would
register data for any drop event, whenever possible the data from the low accelerometer
is reported, because the high accelerometer is more prone to noise. Data from both are
comparable for cases where acceleration values were within ±16g. The accelerometer
sampling rate is limited to 1000 Hz. The root sum square of the acceleration values from
three axis is calculated and reported as the total acceleration.
Figure 2(b) shows a typical quiescent upper sphere impact event, with the acceleration
output from the IMU shown in figure 2(c). The sphere impacts the free-surface at 0ms,
and a sudden increment of acceleration is registered. The peak acceleration is reached
soon after, shown by the black dot and the time marked by blue dashed line. This impact
pulse lasts fleetingly until ∼8 ms, after which the sphere travel downwards with an air
cavity in its’ wake until 97 ms, when the .
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Figure 3: A typical lower sphere impact on quiescent water surface without a trailing
upper sphere. A 38 mm hydrophobic steel sphere impacts a quiescent water pool (Uo ∼ 3.2
ms−1) creating a subsurface air cavity (0 - 68 ms). The cavity elongates in time with the
downwards moving sphere (30 - 92 ms) and finally collapses on itself in a deep seal (92 ms)
pinch-off. After the deep seal, the cavity is divided in two parts, a cavity bubble attached
with the sphere moving downwards (97 ms), and the upper bowl shaped distortion of
free surface which eventually creates a Worthington jet (97 - 115 ms).
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Scaling analysis and formulation of ‘Matryoshka’ number
When an object impacts a water pool it displaces some of the water with air and
accelerates fluid downwards as the object falls through the pool, leaving an air filled
cavity in its wake (Truscott et al. 2014). Creating a cavity in front of an impacting
object can be conducive to reducing its impact acceleration, as evident from figure 1c.
The state of the cavity over time indicates the local liquid flow-field surrounding the
cavity (Truscott et al. 2012; Mansoor et al. 2014), which may help explain the change
in impact acceleration for any trailing object. Thus, understanding cavity creation and
evolution is paramount for determining why and how an air cavity may reduce impact
force.
Objects with rough and hydrophobic surfaces almost always create cavities even at very
low impact velocities (Duez et al. 2007; Zhao et al. 2014; Speirs et al. 2019b). Figure 3
shows such a case where a 38 mm hydrophobic sphere creates an axisymmetric cavity
at an impact velocity of ∼3.2 ms−1. The cavity elongates with the downward moving
sphere, until the point when hydrostatic pressure forces the cavity to seal near the cavity
mid-point at 92 ms. This sealing event is popularly referred to as ‘deep-seal’ pinch-off.
After pinch-off the cavity divides into two parts, a pulsating air bubble attached to
the downwards moving sphere and the upper bowl shaped distortion in the free surface
retreating upwards creating a high-speed axisymmetric ’Worthington’ jet (Worthington &
Cole 1897; Gekle & Gordillo 2010), as seen in figure 2a from 92 - 115 ms. Different impact
velocities and sphere sizes result in different cavity behaviors which can be classified by
cavity seal type(Aristoff & Bush 2009; Speirs et al. 2019b). For example, the cavity shown
in figure 3a is referred to as deep seal cavity because of the characteristic mid depth deep
seal pinch-off.
Increasing the impact velocity for the same sphere sizes results in surface seal (Mansoor
et al. 2014; Aristoff & Bush 2009; Speirs et al. 2019b), which is distinguished by the
splash-crown sealing above the free-surface, and the resulting detachment and pull-away
of the cavity below the free surface. In the context of consecutive two-sphere water entry,
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Figure 4: The formulation of non-dimensional ‘Matryoshka’ number and and predicting
different modes of two-sphere water entry using cavity pinch-off time information. (a)
When two spheres vertically separated by a distance∆h are let go from their rest position,
the variation in spacing will result in the upper sphere impacting various stages of the
cavity created by the lower sphere. Taking the characteristic deep seal pinch-off time as
tp, a non-dimensional time parameter called ‘Matryoshka’ number can be defined. (b)
Mt = 1 denotes boundary between different modes of consecutive two-sphere impact.
For Mt < 1, the upper sphere can interact with a still growing cavity, yielding cavity
cases: ‘on cavity’ and ’inside cavity’. Beyond Mt > 1, the upper sphere should interact
with the collapsed cavity, resulting in two different ‘on bowl’ modes based on the cavity
opening diameter dc or with the Worthington jet (’on jet’ cases).
one might expect the pinch-off (or seal) event from the cavity of the first sphere to affect
the dynamics of the trailing sphere. For two axially aligned, vertically separated spheres
(upper sphere diameter d2, lower sphere diameter d1) as shown in figure 2(a), varying the
spacing ∆h = (h2−h1) between the two spheres will result in the upper sphere interacting
with the cavity either before or after pinch-off, which we anticipate will lead to different
sphere-cavity interaction modes. Taking the pinch-off time as a characteristic time scale,
we propose to characterize consecutive two-sphere water entry with a modification of the
non-dimensional parameter known as the ‘Matryoshka’ number Mt. This term has been
used in prior research to describe successive cavity formation from multi-droplet impacts
using droplet frequency and cavity formation time as the fundamental timescales (Hurd
et al. 2015; Speirs et al. 2018). In a physical sense, Mt can be considered a ratio of the
time to completion of a single event to the consecutive initiation of the same event by
the second sphere. Here, we define
Mt =
∆t
tp
. (3.1)
where ∆t = |t2−t1| is the time difference between the two spheres passing the free-surface
(figure 4a), and tp is the pinch-off time of the first cavity. Thus, Mt parameterizes the
state of the cavity formed by the first sphere at the time when the second sphere interacts
with it. Mt < 1 indicates the first cavity has not gone through pinch-off, which results
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Figure 5: (a) The experimental map of Mt vs ratio of cavity to the upper sphere diameter.
The different colored markers points out to different two-sphere entry modes, with red,
blue, magenta and green denoting inside cavity, on cavity, on bowl and on jet cases
respectively. (b) shows the approximately one to one relation between experimentally
and theoretically calculated Mt. The dash-dotted black line illustrates the experimental
fit line (Mtexp = 1.013Mtth − 0.02956). The dashed black, magenta and green vertical
lines at 0.75, 1 and 1.43 respectively show the transitions between cavity cases (on cavity
and inside cavity) and non-cavity cases (on bowl and on jet) in (a, b).
in cases where the upper sphere interacts with an elongating cavity. For cavity opening
diameter (itself a function of time and the lower sphere diameter (Duclaux et al. 2007;
Aristoff & Bush 2009)) dc < d2, the upper sphere falls on the cavity when impacting
the water pool, and we name these ‘on cavity’ cases (figure 4b). When dc > d2, then
the upper sphere falls through the cavity opening, which we call the ‘inside cavity’ case,
with dc/d2 = 1 working as the transition between the two cavity cases predicted for
Mt = 1 (figure 5(a)). For Mt > 1, the trailing sphere interacts with the upper detached
portion of the cavity, either falling through (dc > d2) or falling on (dc < d2) the bowl
shaped, retreating free surface; or falling through a Worthington jet resulting from cavity
pinch-off at higher Mt (figure 4d). We call these cases ‘on bowl’ and ‘on jet’, respectively.
The value of Mt can be predicted a priori provided a prediction of the pinch-off time,
since ∆t can be predicted using the spacing between the two spheres. For low Froude
number (Fr = U2o /gds, Uo is the impact velocity, ds is the sphere diameter and g is
the gravitational constant) deep seal pinch-off time can be written as tp = β
√
ds/2g,
(Glasheen & McMahon 1996; Duclaux et al. 2007; Truscott & Techet 2009), where β is
an experimental constant with different values ranging from 1.72 to 2.285 proposed in the
literature (Bergmann et al. 2009; Duclaux et al. 2007; Marston et al. 2012). In this study,
experimentally calculated β = 2.03±0.0974 (95% confidence, found experimentally) is
used (figure S?). For higher Fr where surface seals are expected to happen, this equation
overestimates the pinch-off time marginally (figure S?), but the lack of a good consensus
in literature about the surface seal time and the scale of the experiments carried out in
this paper (Fr < 400) makes this equation a good approximation. To predict ∆t, we
calculate the spacing between the two spheres. The lower sphere impacts the quiescent
water surface first at time t = t1 (figure 4a), travelling a distance h1 (figure 2a). The
upper sphere also travels the same distance h1 in that time and is at height ∆h =
(h2 − h1) from the free surface. At that moment, the upper sphere is travelling with a
velocity of u1, same velocity with which the lower sphere impacts the free surface. If the
upper sphere takes time (∆t = (t2 − t1)) to pass the free surface line from height ∆h,
then ∆h = u1∆t + 0.5g∆t
2. Solving this for ∆t yields ∆t = (−u1 +
√
u21 + 2g∆h)/2g.
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Figure 6: Time series for two example cavity cases in consecutive sphere entry. A
hydrophobic sphere (d1 = 10 mm (a) and 38 mm (b)) impacts the quiescent free surface
and creates a cavity, followed by a 50 mm sphere with embedded IMU in free fall from
a height of h2 = 0.72 m, where ∆h = 0.14 and 0.11 respectively for (a,b). The time the
upper sphere passes the free surface line is considered as t = 0 ms for each of the cases,
yielding Mt ∼ 0.82& ∼ 0.35 for the on cavity (a) and inside cavity (b) cases. The blue
and red dashed lines in (a,b & c) denote the time of peak acceleration felt by the upper
sphere, significantly less than the quiescent value of 8g.
substituting this in 3.1 and using u1 =
√
2gh1,
Mtth =
2(−√h1 +
√
h1 +∆h
β
√
d1
) (3.2)
Figure 5(b) plots the experimentally measured Mtexp against their theoretically calcu-
lated counterpart. The black dotted experimental fit line shows good agreement between
experimentally and theoretically calculated Mt. A natural question might arise here over
the use of Mt as the scaling for consecutive two-sphere impact. Since Mt depends on the
time difference between consecutive impact, it would be prudent to ask ourselves whether
only using the spacing ∆h = (h2−h1) between the spheres should be an easier scaling to
follow because the time difference to impact depends on this distance. Although tempting,
it ultimately doesn’t hold up in providing all the information necessary for predicting
two-sphere impact and resultant force reduction. A very important piece of this puzzle is
the sphere size. Since the pinch-off time and the cavity opening diameter are a function
of sphere diameter, defining Mt with the pinch-off time in the formulation does better
as a scaling parameter(figure S?).
3.2. Consecutive sphere entry: different modes
As explained in the previous section, Mt < 1 results in cavity cases (on cavity and
inside cavity) depending on the ratio dc/d2 (figure 4(b), 5(a)), and Mt > 1 indicates the
non-cavity cases (on bowl and on jet). Figure 6 & figure 7 presents time-series murals
of all two-sphere modes including two different on bowl cases (figure 7(a,b), with their
dynamic acceleration response plotted with the murals. The accelerations at impact are
reduced for both on cavity and inside cavity cases compared to the quiescent case peak.
In the on bowl cases, the initial impact pulse has a higher peak than the quiescent case,
indicating a higher impact force experienced during free-surface entry. For the on jet
cases, the peak acceleration value is significantly smaller than the quiescent peak. The
time of the peak accelerations for the two-sphere cases happen later than the quiescent
case (see figure 6(a-c), 7(a-d)) , since the sphere interacts with modified free surface
conditions.
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Figure 7: A hydrophobic sphere (d1 = 10 mm (a) and 38 mm (b & c)) impacts the
quiescent free surface and creates a cavity, followed by the 50 mm upper sphere in free
fall from a height of h2 = 0.72 m, where the cases are: (a) inside cavity bowl is ∆h =
0.22 & Mt ∼ 1.26, (b) on cavity bowl is ∆h = 0.3 & Mt ∼ 1.05 and (c) on jet is ∆h =
0.54 & Mt ∼ 2.20. (d) acceleration of each of the cases in a-c with peak acceleration
marked in both with a dashed line.
Figure 8 shows a regime diagram where reduction in acceleration for varying Mt is
plotted for the range of experimental conditions. Reduction in acceleration is computed
as 1 − a/aq, where a is the measured peak acceleration of the trailing sphere in a
two-sphere water entry, and aq is the peak acceleration of the same sphere impacting
quiescent water from the same drop height (h2). Similar to the standalone cases presented
in figure 6, 7, on cavity (0 < Mt < 1) and inside cavity cases (0 < Mt < 0.75)
experience notable reduction in impact acceleration, with a downward linear trend in
reduction values present for both. Alternatively, the on bowl cases experience an increase
in impact acceleration, evident from the negative reduction in acceleration in figure 8 up
to Mt ∼ 1.43. The on jet cases experience dramatic reduction in impact acceleration
with a downward trend from 1.43 < Mt < 6.
This reduction-gain-reduction trend in peak impact acceleration seen in figure 4 can
be explained considering a force balance in which a drag term quadratic in velocity is
dominant. For a sphere of diameter ds entering quiescent water, this force balance yields,
aq =
1
2CdAsρU
2
o
ρsVs
(3.3)
Where Cd is the drag coefficient, As is the effective frontal area for the sphere, ρ and
ρs are the water and sphere density respectively, Uo is the impact velocity and Vs is the
volume of the sphere. For consecutive two sphere impact, the lower sphere creates a cavity
in front of the upper sphere, changing the effective frontal area to Ae and accelerating
the fluid in the pool with the elongating cavity resulting in a relative impact velocity of
the upper sphere Urel. These effects culminate in the modified version of Eq.3.3,
aq =
1
2CdAeρU
2
rel
ρsVs
(3.4)
The impact acceleration increases with increasing Mt for on cavity and inside cavity
cases (figure 8). This is expected taking into account the evolution characteristics of the
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flow field surrounding subsurface air cavities with time and its effect on Eq.3.4. We must
first look at the first sphere entry. Early in the impact, the cavity is quickly expanding
radially and decreases in expansion rate as the cavity approaches pinch-off and begins
to radially collapse (Figure 3, S8(a)). Thus, for a smaller Mt in the on cavity regime,
the sphere enters the cavity when it is radially expanding and the velocity field near
the cavity surface is directed outward with relatively large magnitude (Truscott et al.
2012; Mansoor et al. 2014). This makes the relative impact velocity Urel of the upper
sphere for on cavity cases much lower, resulting in higher reduction of acceleration (i.e.,
force) as predicted by equation 3.4. As Mt increases in the on cavity regime, the second
sphere enters the cavity when the velocity field close to the free surface is moving inward,
thus increasing the relative velocity of impact, which in turn results in a lower reduction
of force. Overall, the on cavity cases follow a downward linear trend. Furthermore, the
upper sphere falls onto an air gap formed on the free surface by the cavity for both
on cavity and inside cavity modes, which also contributes to the reduction of impact
acceleration. For the inside cavity cases, the relative velocity argument also holds true
until the cavity starts collapsing on itself. After falling through the cavity opening, the
upper sphere impacts the inside cavity wall at depths where the cone-shaped cavity has
narrowed to the diameter of the sphere. As Mt increases, the depth at which the upper
sphere impacts the walls increases, and the impact happens closer in time to pinch-off.
At these deeper locations, hydrostatic pressure forces the cavity back inward resulting in
a greater relative velocity and increased amount of fluid the upper sphere is in contact
with Duclaux et al. (2007); Aristoff & Bush (2009); Speirs et al. (2019b). Consequently
,the upper sphere experiences progressively higher acceleration at impact for greater Mt
numbers. It should also be noted that the slope of force reduction is much steeper for
inside cavity cases compared to on cavity cases.
The cases where the second sphere enters the wake of the first after pinch-off should
happen beyond Mt > 1 as predicted in figure 4(b). Note that in theory both on cavity
and inside cavity cases should extend to Mt ∼ 1, but in reality only the on cavity cases
transition to the next mode at the predicted Mt ∼ 1 juncture. In observation, Mt = 0.75
is the transition criterion for the inside cavity cases.The transition occurs earlier for the
inside cavity cases because of the condition dc > d2, which means for inside cavity cases
the upper sphere falls through the cavity when passing the free surface. Thus, there is a
possibility for such cases to exist where the sphere passes the free surface when the cavity
hasn’t undergone deep-seal pinch-off, but before the sphere impacts the narrowing cavity
wall pinch-off occurs. The sphere crashes through the pinch-off singularity or the upward
moving bowl in these unique cases and we label them on bowl cases. We can analytically
predict the Mt where this transition happens by calculating the time it takes for the
sphere to travel from free surface to the pinch-off location (tHP ).If the sphere passes the
free surface line at time t2 = 0 after the lower sphere impacts the free surface (time t1),
then we can write the pinch-off time tp as,
tp = (t2 − t1) + tHP , (3.5)
Dividing both sides of Eq. 3.5 by tp and rearranging we get,
Mt∗ = 1− tHP
tP
(3.6)
The time tHP can be predicted using the relation tHP = v − u/g, where v is the velocity
with which the upper sphere impacts the pinch-off point and u is the initial velocity with
which the upper sphere passes the free surface (u =
√
2gh2). The value v can be predicted
by the relation v =
√
u2 + 2gHp, where Hp is the pinch-off depth. Hp can be predicted
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Figure 8: Percentage reduction in the initial impact force for the upper sphere versus
Mt for different two-sphere water entry modes. The transition from inside cavity to on
bowl occurs at Mt ∼0.75 (black dashed line) and on cavity to on bowl mode at Mt ∼1
(magenta dashed line).The on jet cases are split into two cases: a clean single upper
sphere impact onto a Worthington jet (on jet mode) as shown in Figure 7(c); and a
variation where the splash dome-over at the free surface suppresses the Worthington jet
creating a small jet-like water column at the surface we term as ‘on surface jet’. The
horizontal black dashed-dot line at 1− a/aq = 0 in the y-axis indicates a = aq, while the
vertical green dashed line represents the experimentally found transition from both on
bowl modes to both on jet modes. The error bars are marked with 95% confidence with
more information available in SI section B.
using the relation Hp = 0.4d1Fr
1/2 (Duclaux et al. 2007), where d1 is the lower sphere
diameter. Then, Eq. 3.6 can be rewritten as,
Mt∗ = 1−
√
u2 + 2gHp − u
gtp
= 1− 2(
√
h2 + 0.4d1Fr1/2 −
√
h2)
β
√
d1
(3.8)
Where tp can be written as tp = β
√
d1/2g. Using the different impact conditions for
the inside cavity experiments, we can use Eq. 3.8 to predict a transition Mt∗ where
the upper sphere falls right on the pinch-off singularity. Using 33 different two-sphere
cases, this Mt∗ is determined to be 0.75±0.015 (95% confidence). Plotting this line as
the separation criterion for inside cavity and on bowl cases in figure 4 illustrates that the
experimental data agrees with this theoretical Mt = 0.75 separation line quite well.
Depending on the cavity opening diameter dc, two different on bowl modes are possible:
on cavity bowl (dc < d2) and inside cavity bowl (dc > d2). They transition from on cavity
and inside cavity modes at Mt ∼ 1 and ∼ 0.75 respectively as discussed earlier. In both,
the cavity bowl introduces an upward velocity field in front of the impacting upper
sphere, resulting in a larger value of Urel and hence a larger force of impact (figure S9).
In addition, this bowl is in the shape of a deformed free surface, which in many cases has
a greater curvature causing the effective frontal area of impact Ae to increase in certain
on bowl cases (figure 7(a), 0 - 9 ms, 7(b), 10 - 20 ms). Thus, the upper sphere impacts and
penetrates a water surface with high curvature and upward velocity, the coupled effects
of both these phenomena leads to a dramatically higher peak impact acceleration than
a normal quiescent case (figure 3f). Figure 8 shows that the on bowl cases almost always
have higher impact acceleration, in some instances impact forces almost quadruple that
of the quiescent case value (≈ 427% at Mt ∼ 0.96), making this 0.75 < Mt < 1.43 range
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of Matryoshka values a range to avoid if one wishes to achieve any sort of reduction in
impact force. The inside cavity bowl cases show much higher accelerations than their on
cavity bowl counterparts, which can be attributed to the higher bowl retraction speed
observed in cavities created by larger diameter spheres (dc > d2).
The bowl eventually forms an upward moving axial jet called a Worthington jet
Worthington & Cole (1897); Worthington (1908); Gekle & Gordillo (2010) coming out
of the base of the distorted bowl-shaped free surface following the collapse of the cavity
after pinch-off (Mt > 1.43). Here, the on jet cases are characterized by the upper sphere
dramatically passing through the Worthington jet into the water pool (figure 7(c)).
We can predict the onset of the on jet cases by estimating the time it takes for a
Worthington jet to fully form after pinch-off as tj and modify the Matryoshka number
as Mt∗∗ = 1 + tj/tp (see section SI F). The averaged Mt∗∗ onset from 20 experiments
turns out to be 1.43±0.06 (95% confidence).
The acceleration reduction for these cases beyond Mt > 1.43 are also dramatic, with
the highest reduction of up to ∼78% observed experimentally (Mt = 2.67, figure 8). The
time steps and the acceleration plot presented in figure 7(c) provide an explanation of
how the reduction occurs. The jet starts wetting the trailing upper sphere long before it
has reached the free surface (80 ms before free surface impact, not shown in figure 7(d)
on jet case, see supplemental figure S12). This drawn out collision with the narrow axial
jet results in a reduction in momentum of the upper sphere over a longer period of
time, and also results in partial wetting of the upper sphere by the jet. At the time
of impact, the water-enveloped upper sphere doesn’t abruptly go through an air-water
interface like the quiescent case does. Instead, it enters the water partially wetted with
reduced momentum. With the peak impact reduced, the sphere experiences accelerations
similar to a free-falling sphere through water without any apparent impact event in the
acceleration (figure 7(c), on jet case, 0 ms).
There is an overall downward trend in force reduction forMt > 1.43 in the on jet regime
in figure 8. A greaterMt indicates a larger time difference between the jet creation and the
upper sphere passing the free surface. As time between the two sphere free surface impact
is increased, the Worthington jet changes from an upward rising jet to a descending jet,
with the jet peak starting to thin, and the jet-base eventually vanishing (S11). When
the upper sphere falls through this thinned jet, the impact with the free surface becomes
more sudden, and an increase in impact acceleration occurs (Mt ≈ 4). Eventually, the
jet falls back into the pool (Mt > 4), the jet fully vanishes, and the upper sphere falls
through the water pool almost exactly in the same manner as a quiescent drop, without
any significant reduction in impact forces.
In some of the on jet cases, the Worthington jet created from pinch-off is suppressed
by the splash crown dome-over at the free surface. This results in a disturbed, jet-like
water column at the free surface, through which the upper sphere falls (S10(a)). Here, we
consider these cases as ‘on surface jet’ cases, since their formation mechanism is different
from that of the on jet cases (see SI discussion SH and figure S10(a)). These cases show
reduction in acceleration similar to the on jet cases as illustrated in Figure 8.
4. Conclusion
The initial impulse force felt by any object at the initial moment of water impact can
be very high (figure 1c), and may prove to be catastrophic for water landing crafts or
missiles, and fatal even for thrill seeking bungee jumpers Von Karman (1929); McGehee
et al. (1959); Kornhauser (1964); Thompson (1965). Herein, we have shown through a
canonical sphere impact study that the initial impact force can be greatly reduced by
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first launching another object in front of the body of interest. The force of impact is
reduced by the cavity of the first object providing less initial water impact, lower relative
velocities or upward jets that wet and decelerate the trailing body. However, if the object
encounters the collapsing upward cavity in the wake of the first object, the upper sphere
may experience a larger force of impact than if the leading object were not present at all.
A non-dimensional number called the Matryoshka number Mt is theoretically proposed
to classify two-sphere consecutive water entry behavior based on the object size and
the cavity pinch-off time. Experimental results show that for 0.2 < Mt < 0.75 and
1.43 < Mt < 4 significant reduction of the impact acceleration of the trailing sphere is
achieved. In the interim range of 0.75 < Mt < 1.43, a sudden rise in impact acceleration
is seen, and must be avoided if trying to avoid catastrophic failures. This Mt formulation
can potentially be used to predict interactions in any multi-object water entry system,
and the regime diagram proposed in figure 8 does well to aid in making predictions for
size differences and timing.
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